Host Klord says:
Prologue: Hayden is in dock at SB 69. the crew is assembled in the main mess
Host Klord says:
<<<begin mission>>>
CNS_Cutter says:
::assembled::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::enters the main mess hall, looking around at who is there::
CEO_Davidson says:
::In the main mess::
Host CO_SKye says:
::Standing at the front of the mess, she looks around to see who is there and who is missing and who is present.::
CEO_Davidson says:
::nods at Nightcloud::
CMO_Abbott says:
::enters the main mess with her nose buried in a padd as she quickly looks up to find a seat::
Host CO_SKye says:
Everyone:  Attention.
CEO_Davidson says:
::stands up at attention and whispers to the CTO:: CTO: What you do now?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::stands next to Lt. Davidson, comes to attention:: CEO: Nothing, that I know of....
CNS_Cutter says:
::does the attention thing.... silently::
Host CO_SKye says:
::Once everyone had snapped to, she then ordered:: All: At ease.
CEO_Davidson says:
::tries not to laugh when he relaxes::
CMO_Abbott says:
::stands at ease::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::stands at ease::
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Lieutenant Nightcloud, join me at the front please.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::thinks "uh oh", then moves to join Captain Skye::
CEO_Davidson says:
::whispers:: CTO: Now you've done it?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::gives Mr. Davidson a glace as he moves forward::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
<glance>
Host Klord says:
Action: a fly persistently buzzes around the CEO's face
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Ma'am, is this is about the music in my quarters, I assure you the volume was stuck
Host CO_SKye says:
Everyone: Since the departure of Lieutenant Commander Lys, we've been short a second officer.  Lieutenant Commander Cutter and I have talked it over.  Lieutenant Nightcloud is going to be our new second officer.
CNS_Cutter says:
::still with the silent::
CMO_Abbott says:
::keeps the padd tucked behind her back as she watches the CTO::
Host CO_SKye says:
::Chuckles at the CTO:: CTO: Not at all.
CEO_Davidson says:
::stunned at the announcement::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: I am?? I mean...I am...::shocked::
CMO_Abbott says:
:;chuckles::
Host CO_SKye says:
Everyone: Please join me in congratulating him.  ::Stands back and claps::
CNS_Cutter says:
::applauds::
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Unless you said you won't accept it.
CMO_Abbott says:
::applauds::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: I am honored Captain...I will do my best.
CEO_Davidson says:
::whistles:: CTO: Told you done something wrong! ::laughs and applauds::
Host CO_SKye says:
::Offers the CTO her hand:: CTO: It's good to have you on the Command Staff.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::shakes her hand:: CO: Thank you ma'am.
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: You are most welcome! ::Offers him a smile.::
Host CO_SKye says:
::Once everything calms down.:: Everyone: Attention!  ::Once everyone has snapped to again.:: Dismissed!
CEO_Davidson says:
::walks up to the CTO::CTO:I suppose I got to call you boss man? and let you win some Velocity Games?
Host CO_SKye says:
Everyone: We pull out in ten minutes......Let's get going.
CNS_Cutter says:
::dismisses and exits the mess::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: You don't let me win any velocity games...that’s an order. ::grins::
CEO_Davidson says:
::laughs:: CTO: Sure what ever...see you on the bridge ::walks over to the Captain::
CMO_Abbott says:
::begins tapping at her padd again and heads out of the mess hall::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain.. A moment?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::heads to the ship::
Host CO_SKye says:
::Turns to leave, but seeing the CEO, she stops:: CEO: Of course, Mr. Davidson.....What can I do for you?
CEO_Davidson says:
CO:I just wanted to let you know that I have replaced the effected Gel Packs in the Tactical Array. Thought you would want to know also
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO: Excellent.  Did you inform Mr. Nightcloud of this also?
FCO_Flight says:
::steps onto the half empty bridge and heads for the helm:: Self: Wonder where everyone is?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::comes to the walkway, letting his security know that once everyone is aboard to secure for departure::
CEO_Davidson says:
::nods::CO:Aye...that I did. We worked on them till late last nite
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO: Excellent.......I appreciate the information.
FCO_Flight says:
::checks over the helm controls:: Self: Alpha shift sure is quiet today. ::reaches down to scratch an itch on her leg::
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO: Will you be heading to the bridge?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::enters the turbo lift:: Self: What just happened there???
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: If I am needed...::voice trails off:: But if not...then down to engineering I go
CNS_Cutter says:
::nods and smiles weakly at a science officer and heads for her office::
Host Klord says:
Action: the FCO's itch spreads
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::exits the TL, seeing someone there... scratching:: FCO: You ok?
FCO_Flight says:
:;tries hard to ignore the itchiness but ends up scratching her other leg as she spots the CTO looking at her:: CTO: Huh? Oh sure, I'm fine, just a little itch that couldn't wait. ::smiles::
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO: Then head to engineering.  ::nods slowly:: I'm going to head to the bridge.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::grins:: FCO: Well we depart in 10 minutes.
CEO_Davidson says:
::nods::CO:Aye ::heads off in the direction of engineering::
FCO_Flight says:
CTO: Aye sir. I'll begin preparations immediately.
CNS_Cutter says:
::waits for the office door to close before dropping heavily onto the couch with a loud groan::
Host CO_SKye says:
::Making her way to the turbo lift, she enters it and leans against the bulkhead.::
CMO_Abbott says:
::gets to sickbay and sees Vince on the floor cleaning up a large spill:: Vince: What happened here?
Host CO_SKye says:
TL: Bridge.
Host Klord says:
Action: the Cns's door chimes and when she opens it there are several couples outside it requesting a group session
FCO_Flight says:
::adjusts the settings for departure mode and looks back at the CTO::CTO: Excuse me sir, but is this shift always so quiet?
CMO_Abbott says:
<Manning>CMO: Oh this? You're not seeing this... you're not seeing the very large coffee I just tipped all over the carpet.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::comes over to TAC 1, logging in and making his own preparations::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
FCO: This is definitely not the norm for Alpha shift. ::laughs::
CMO_Abbott says:
::chuckles and heads into her office:: Manning: Okay then.... ::sits at her desk and starts to work::
FCO_Flight says:
::smiles::CTO: I thought you had all the excitement on the day shift.
Host CO_SKye says:
::Arriving on the bridge, she heads to the seat.::  FCO: Have you requested permission to release docking clamps and get underway?
FCO_Flight says:
::straightens as the Captain arrives::CO: Just about to ma'am.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::grins::
CEO_Davidson says:
::enters engineering::ALL:Prepare for departure...Hardy...bring the warp drive on-line...Sampson bring auxillary power online and tie it into the shield grid ::not watching where he is going and bumps into a Crewman carrying a coffee::
Host CO_SKye says:
FCO: Excellent.  When we've been given permission to leave, inform me.
CNS_Cutter says:
::makes an appointment with the group for the following week and goes back to wallowing on her couch::
CEO_Davidson says:
ALL: And someone get me a new uniform ::laughs and heads into his office::
FCO_Flight says:
*SBOPS*: Starbase operations, this is the USS Hayden requesting permission to depart space dock.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: I've slaved the science station over to tactical just in case.
Host Klord says:
<SBOPS> Hayden you are cleared for departure
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Excellent.  Though hopefully we won't need either too much.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: I hope so as well ma'am.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::does a pre-departure scan::
FCO_Flight says:
*SBOPS*: Understood, releasing umbilicals now and preparing to switch to internal power. Departure eta 5 minutes. Hayden out. 
FCO_Flight says:
*CEO*: We are about to leave space dock. Please switch to internal power now.
CEO_Davidson says:
*CO*:Warp Power at your command Captain...::switches to internal power:: were on our own power now.
CNS_Cutter says:
::seriously wonders, once more, what the heck she was even doing on a bloody starship anyway::
Host CO_SKye says:
*CEO*: Excellent.
CEO_Davidson says:
*FCO*:Already ahead of you crewman.
CMO_Abbott says:
::begins to research the Klingon anatomy a little further as per the CO's orders::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Spacedock traffic is clear on our departure vector Captain.
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Captain, we have received departure clearance from starbase operations.
Host CO_SKye says:
FCO:  Take us out. One quarter impulse.
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Initiating thrusters to space doors and one quarter impulse to outer markers.
FCO_Flight says:
::taps the helm controls::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::watches the departure on the viewer::
CEO_Davidson says:
::sits back in engineering and watches the warp core::
FCO_Flight says:
::moves the forward thrusters down 5 degrees to port as they move out from the mooring dock::
FCO_Flight says:
All: Space doors in two minutes. ::watches the viewer closely::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::hated to think if the space door operator fell asleep::
Host Klord says:
Action: the doors majestically open
Host CO_SKye says:
::After 2 minutes:: FCO: Set coordinates and lay in a course.  Engage at warp five.
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Aye Captain. Laying in course on specified coordinates. Warp five after we reach the outer markers.
CNS_Cutter says:
::broods a bit more before finally getting up to do some paperwork::
Host Klord says:
Action: the Cns's mail chime rings
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::brings up any info they may have on the two Klingon houses involved in this dispute::
CNS_Cutter says:
::wondering what it might be, she frowns and then checks it::
FCO_Flight says:
::checks the impulse systems making sure that they don't deviate from one quarter impulse just yet.
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Captain, we have cleared the space doors and will arrive at the outer markers in one minute. Preparing to go to warp.
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Engaging warp 5 now.
CNS_Cutter says:
::frowns again:: Self: Unknown file.... encrypted...  oh, how special
Host Klord says:
action: there is a slight fluctuation in the warp core as war 5 is engaged
CNS_Cutter says:
Aloud: And the key would be...? ::taps a few buttons, not really getting anywhere::
FCO_Flight says:
::notices a problem in the warp systems::*CEO*: Mr. Davidson, did you pick up on that fluctuation in the warp systems?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks up, hearing the FCO::
CEO_Davidson says:
::notices the little flux::Self:that's not right ::perks up and ready at his console:: Yeah...checking it now...
CEO_Davidson says:
::realigns the warp field::*FCO*:Better?
FCO_Flight says:
*CEO*: Looks fine, but it shouldn't have done that.
CEO_Davidson says:
*FCO*:Your right...I'll keep an eye on it. Davidson out...Davidson to Captain Skye
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::goes back to reading the data::
Host CO_SKye says:
*CEO*: Yes?
FCO_Flight says:
::turns to the Captain:: CO: Captain, we should arrive at Sector 385.125 in approximately 36 hours.
Host CO_SKye says:
FCO: Acknowledged.
CEO_Davidson says:
*CO*:The FCO and I had detected a slight flux in the warp field when we hit Warp 5...I am running a diagnostic on the system right now. 
Host CO_SKye says:
*CEO*: Keep me informed.
FCO_Flight says:
::sighs and looks worried::Self: Why do I have this sinking feeling in my stomach?
CEO_Davidson says:
*CO*:Aye sir.
Host Klord says:
Action: Time warp..... Hayden is now at sector 385.125 all systems are nominal and the CEO has ironed out the wrinkle in the core
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Captain shields are up, weapons to standby.
CEO_Davidson says:
*CTO*:Aux power has been put to shield priority.
FCO_Flight says:
CO: We have arrived at the coordinates ma'am. Shall I take the ship to impulse?
Host CO_SKye says:
FCO: Take us to an all stop......We're just here to listen and arbitrate if needed.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::his console beeps, checks the sensors:: CO: Captain, I am getting signs of debris in the area.
FCO_Flight says:
::tries to stifle a yawn::CO: All stop Captain.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::does a detailed scan::
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Onscreen.
CNS_Cutter says:
::escorts the young woman to the door and smiles reassuringly at her::  Ltjg Matje: I know you're still a bit worried but that’s normal.  If you weren't?  Then I'd be concerned. ::escorts her out::  Let me know if anything else comes up and I'll be happy to help you work through it, alright?
FCO_Flight says:
::brings the Hayden to a dead stop::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::puts it onscreen::
CEO_Davidson says:
::does a double check of the weapons power systems::
CNS_Cutter says:
::nods and smiles again before closing the door and collapsing back against it::
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: What are you reading?
CMO_Abbott says:
*CNS*: Hey Kay... got time for lunch?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Captain, it is ship debris, most of it Klingon. Ma'am, some are possibly Federation.
FCO_Flight says:
::looks up but sees nothing there::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Debris is too fine to pick up on the viewer.
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Federation?  I'm not aware of any other Federation ships that are supposed to be in the area recently.
CNS_Cutter says:
::rubs her eyes blearily:: *CMO*: It's only time for lunch?  Are you sure it isn't bed time? ::suspiciously but also hopefully::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: The may be Federation, hard total with it being so small...
CMO_Abbott says:
*CNS*: You've had one of those days too huh? Well we can call it dinner if you like...
CNS_Cutter says:
*CMO*: Yeah... I'm game.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain...Maybe we should beam aboard a sample?
CMO_Abbott says:
*CMO*: Right then.... Breakers in 5?
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Captain, perhaps there's an ion trial to get an identification on?
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO: No......We should be able to do a detailed scan.
CNS_Cutter says:
*CMO*: Sounds like a plan.  See you in 5.  Cutter out.
FCO_Flight says:
::looks over at the CTO and smiles::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::not liking this one bit:: CO: I have one trail leading into Klingon space, looks like a Federation signature, may have been damaged.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Aye...if the visual sensors can't pick it up...I don’t know if the main sensors can.
CNS_Cutter says:
::looks at her desk, shrugs, and leaves everything where it was as she exits the office::
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: There's nothing else you can tell me about the debris.
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO: We can pick up airborne virus, we can scan some debris too small to see.
FCO_Flight says:
::hopes there's no sign of weapons fire::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Nothing more Captain, debris is too small for a detailed scan.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO:I can set up a containment field in the transporter room.
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO:  If you can set it up in less than five minutes, do it.  If not, it'll have to wait.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: I'm showing signs of a small battle, phaser scorching, some Klingon fire.
CEO_Davidson says:
::nods::CO:I will do it in 2
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CEO: There's nothing bigger than a nickel out there.
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Send the FCO the location of the ion trail.
CEO_Davidson says:
::informs transporter room 2 of the containment field::CO:I am going to have to take a wide beam.
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO:  I can't imagine a Federation starship with the power to blow something that small......
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Aye ma'am.::sends the FCO the coordinates::
FCO_Flight says:
::looks down at her monitor for the new coordinates::CO: Got them ma'am.
Host CO_SKye says:
FCO: Slave OPS: Send a message to the Federation letting them know what we've come across, see if they've knowingly sent another ship into the area lately.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Depends on where and how they were hit, but you have a point.
CNS_Cutter says:
::enters the lounge and sits down with a sigh::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO:I have a lock Captain...
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO: Beam it aboard.
FCO_Flight says:
::nods::CO: Of course Captain.
CEO_Davidson says:
::energizes::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Should we inform the High Council?
Host Klord says:
Action: a few molecules appear in the containment field
CMO_Abbott says:
::enters the Breakers lounge and quickly looks around... spies the CNS and joins her:: CNS: Why is it that I feel like people just come to me for menial bumps and bruises when I can't even get the senior staff for their physicals? Does this just not seem right to you?
FCO_Flight says:
::slaves the operations console controls to her station and sends a message to Starfleet Command informing them of the situation and requesting a response as soon as possible::
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO:  Not until we figure out what if a Federation ship did this and what they were doing here.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO:I got a few small pieces...I am heading to TR 2 with your permission?
Host CO_SKye says:
CEO: On your way.
CNS_Cutter says:
::smiles and shrugs:: CMO: Hey, you're asking the wrong person doc lady.  I don't understand the majority of these people.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: All this is highly strange if you ask me, Federation signature heading into Klingon space...signs of a fight.
Host CO_SKye says:
FCO: Lay in a course and engage.
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: I agree.  Take us to Yellow Alert
CNS_Cutter says:
CMO: Err.. but no one likes going to doctors when they're healthy... they might be told that they aren't healthy.  If that makes any sense, let me know...
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Going to Yellow Alert.
CEO_Davidson says:
::walks off the lift towards the TR 2::
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Engaging course ma'am. ::taps the console controls::
CMO_Abbott says:
::chuckles:: CNS: Sorry... I just had to get that out... didn't matter to who...
Host CO_SKye says:
FCO: Warp two....
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Let me know when we find our damaged ship.
CEO_Davidson says:
::arrives in the TR and does a preliminary scan::*CO*Captain?
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Seems the ship heading into Klingon space is heavily damaged, judging from the plasma trail.
CMO_Abbott says:
::smiles:: CNS: You're the CNS aren't you supposed to be in charge of the minds on this ship?
CNS_Cutter says:
::laughs:: CMO: I understand.  Glad I could listen...seeing how its supposed to be my job and all.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::scans ahead::
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Warp two aye.
Host CO_SKye says:
*CMO*: There's a chance we're going to pick up some casualties.  I'd get ready.
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Well they should be easy to locate then.
CNS_Cutter says:
::snorts:: CMO: In charge?  Oh, as if!
Host CO_SKye says:
*CEO*: Yes?
CEO_Davidson says:
*CO*:preliminary Scans show a small Klingon Scout class vessel...
Host CO_SKye says:
*CEO*: Understood.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Probably a Bird of Prey...
CMO_Abbott says:
::laughs:: CNS: Well, so to speak....
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Now that we should inform the High Council about.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::nods in agreement::
Host CO_SKye says:
FCO: Send a message to the high council informing them of our findings and that we are in pursuit of the vessel that did this.
FCO_Flight says:
::receives an incoming message::CO: Captain, Starfleet just sent an answer. There are no other Federation ships in the sector.
CEO_Davidson says:
*CO*:I am detecting two distinct weapons signatures. Klingon...and....::voice trails off::
CNS_Cutter says:
CMO: Uh huh.  You realize that this job is completely futile, right?  I mean, they are ALL crazy.
Host CO_SKye says:
*CEO*: Klingon and what?
FCO_Flight says:
CO: Aye Captain.
CMO_Abbott says:
::nods:: CNS: Well think of it this way... at least you won't be bored
CEO_Davidson says:
*CO*I am also getting a reading of federation Phaser fire. This ship was destroyed by a warp core breech.
CNS_Cutter says:
::makes a face:: CMO: I like bored.  I'm sure I could come up with ways to fill my time.  Honest!
CNS_Cutter says:
::takes a deep breath:: CMO: How about you?
FCO_Flight says:
::sends off a message to the Klingon High Council::
CMO_Abbott says:
*CO*: Aye Captain.... ::quickly lets Vince know down in sickbay to get ready::
CEO_Davidson says:
*CO*:I would say we have a Rouge ship out there some where.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Ok so officially there should be no other Federation presence...wonder if Starfleet Intel has something going on?
Host CO_SKye says:
*CEO*: Destroyed by a warp core breech, but damaged by a federation ship?
CNS_Cutter says:
CMO: Sounds like you're needed.  Continue this later?
Host CO_SKye says:
CTO: Or someone has stolen a Federation ship.
CMO_Abbott says:
::sighs:: CNS: Yeah... and we were just getting started... ::rolls eyes::
CEO_Davidson says:
*CO*:Aye...captain...I would figure that they targeted the warp core with there weapons.
FCO_Flight says:
::looks around for a moment::Self: Oh great, and I thought this shift was quiet.
Host Klord says:
<<<pause mission>>>



